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Click to view you've already seen our hands-on review of Google's new mobile operating system, Android, so now it's time to take a look at what apps third-party developers have made available to the platform. The first Android phone was in the wild for two weeks, and every day new apps have appeared in the Android
Market that add fun and functionality to your phone. Best of all, most of them are free. Let's take a look at our favorite free apps (so far) that make work and life a lot easier in Android.Note: There are many games and social networking apps available for Android, from Pac-Man to solitaire to at least seven dozen Twitter
customers, but this review will stick to things that make doing things (other than eating virtual pellets) faster. For a longer list of apps that include games and kill-time type stuff, check out the Gizmodo Marathon Android App review. Okay, let's make your Android phone more productive. To install any of these apps, hit up
to Android Market on your phone and search them by name. Any Cut My One must-have app, Any Cut creates one click shortcuts on your home screen for general activities like text messages of your sweetness. To Android's credit, without Any Cut, you can already make a direct label to the Gmail label (such as
answer), and there are customizable app keyboard shortcuts baked into the OS. But Any Cut goes that extra mile to having repetitive actions with a single-click task. Here's Any Cut two-way workflow to create a shortcut: Here's what the shortcut to Terra's text looks like (click that to launch a new SMS message with
Terra's phone number all filled in the box: Caller ID If you take a call from this unknown number or not WhitePages.com? and where he is. Worked as a charm for both the San Diego landline and NYC mobile phone, although unfortunately it only includes cities, not specific listings. TooDo you want your cases in the cloud
and you want them on your phone. There are quite a few list apps available for Android, but TooDo is my pick for a serious GTD crowd. TooDo is a very rich to make manager who does all the things that a functional desktop task manager does, including reminders, categories and dependency-with some sweet locationknow goodness too, like geographic reminders (i.e., if you're within reach of dry cleaners, pick up your pants). Since Android has had all sorts of problems with determining my exact location, I can't tell you whether Work. To be honest, TooDo had so many options and controls, it was almost too overwhelming. The
developer says that attaching audio and video notes to tasks even along the way. But the kicker kicker TooDo syncs with Remember the Milk and Toodledo, so you don't have to peck your list on your phone keyboard. Compare Everywhere Only heard of bar scanner applications and never using one itself, Compare
Everywhere gave me a serious holy cow moment. Bring the camera to the barcode - on a book, DVD, or any product, and the phone automatically detects it, vibrates when it scans the code, and brings up product details, with prices in online stores and brick-and-mortar retail locations near you. You can then add an item
to your list like your shopping list or wish list. Magical. Here's what the scanner looks like, pointing to the back of my book. Note that this acts just like a bar scanner- you just swipe, don't need to press a shutter button: Here's a product look for the result on this scan: Cab4Me you're exhausted and stranded in a
neighborhood you don't know at all because your best friend left the bar with this hottie and left you high and dry. Instead of starting Google for a local taxi company, ignite Cab4Me, which finds a taxi next to its current location. Click one to make a call. ToddlerLock Sometimes your performance (or just sanity) depends on
how quiet the child is. ToddlerLock turns your phone into an interactive toy, with bright shapes and colors on the screen and (optional) funny sounds. Your child can draw on the screen and press the keys to make new shapes appear; A complex combination of keys shuts down the application. Good for long food lines
and funerals. Hotspot Locator When a slow connection to data kills you, but you have to get serious surfing done on your phone, find a T-Mobile hotspot near you to get some free wireless love. This app will get you there. Translation When you don't speak the language, you don't want to futz with the web interface for
Google Translate. The Translate app offers a cleaner way to quickly search for translations. Use your phrase and set the tongue from and to and go - up to 150 language pairs are available; This is one must-have for international travelers. Musical performance Although music is not always under the umbrella of personal

performance, there are still a few Android apps that allow you to get music-related tasks done a lot faster. Ringdroid Turn any MP3 on your phone to the ringtone without touching your desktop with Ringdroid. Using the app, you select the beginning and end of the tone in the Song Chronicle and view it before saving it.
(This is the sound you hear iPhone owners eating their hearts while they manually sync the tunes from iTunes.) Shazam Just like the popular iPhone app, Shazam identifies songs you hear on the radio or elsewhere. Just hold your phone's microphone next to radio while he plays the song in question, and Shazam will
guess what it is. Shazam only works with recorded music, not humming or live versions. Scroll through the result to find a song on YouTube and Amazon MP3 (included in the phone, so you can purchase the melody on the spot). TuneWiki See the texts displayed in time with music videos using TuneWiki, an awesome
app that will finally settle the debate about what the hell this line was, anyway. YouTube videos also work (pictured), although the lines aren't always synchronized, but you can click on the screen to move on to the next one. It is best to check out TuneWiki lists of popular songs (day, week, month, etc.) to see the
synchronization go as the song plays. Owners of G1, which Android apps have become yours? Let us know in the comments. If you've ever had an idea for an app, you know how frustrating it is not knowing where to start. What languages do you use? How do I check the app? Today's deal can answer these questions
and make your brainwave a reality. The 2020 Mobile App Developers Bundle is a newbie friendly training kit that is the focus of our deals today. It includes 20 hours of content on Java, Kotlin and other mobile app development tools. Start working on your dream app. If you're aiming for the App Store, this training kit
includes iOS training too. You can start by creating and testing iOS mobile apps with Xcode to test your object-oriented programming skills. More modules are oriented android, so you'll be navigating Android Studio like a pro soon. You can explore the Android S'L database and create a contact management app to test
your skills. You can even learn how to use Google's Flutter platform to combine iOS and Android apps without doubling the amount of code you're writing. The 2020 Mobile App Developers Bundle: The 2020 Mobile App Developers Bundle packs a total of seven modules and has a retail value of $350. However, you can
get started right now for as little as $29.99 on tech deals. You can start working on your dream app while you build real programming skills. The deal expires before the weekend, but once you register you have lifetime access. Hit the widget below to get started. 2020 Mobile App Developers Bundle Buy Now 2020 Mobile
App Developers Bundle Buy Now Is It Not Quite Right for You? To see all our hot deals, head over deals HUB. Tagged: DealsAndroid apps at Google's annual Playtime event, the company rolled out many new features to help Android app developers create. Google pays a lot of attention to developers who create small
android apps and gives them the tools to do so. Developers will also find it easier Instant apps and games. Today kicks off the annual global event of Google's Android developers called Playtime. This is a unique chance for Google to connect directly with hundreds of Android developers and tell them about new tools and
features that will help them create the apps and games of the future. While Playtime 2018 is primarily focused on Exploring what Google announces in Playtime can give us an idea of what the future holds for Android and the apps we consumers download. This year, Google pays a lot of attention to developers who
create small applications for Android. According to Google research, for every 6MB added to the app size, the conversion rate for the app (i.e. the number of users who complete the installation) drops by about one percent. In other words, the smaller the app size, the more users will download it. As apps keep getting
bigger and bigger, it's both in the best interests of Google and developers to do their best to make fewer Android apps. To illustrate the problem, check out this chart of average downloaded size APK over time: Google's Google Play blog knows that the trend needs to be reversed and - as consumers - we can all
appreciate these efforts, since less of our Android apps the more space we have on our devices for other apps, music, photos, videos, etc. to make fewer Android apps, Google gives developers a new publishing format called Android App Bundle. It's a bit technical, but the basic point is that when a user installs an app,
some aspects of this app that are used by most of every app in the Google Play Store don't have to be reloaded and thus make the overall app size smaller. It's a bit like going to the store to buy ingredients for a recipe, but don't buy everything because you already have an oven, pans, flour, spoons, plates, etc., in your
kitchen. When you go to buy ingredients (your app), you buy (download) just what you lack. According to Google, this new system has an average reduction in the size of the application by 35 percent. Not too shabby! Along with reducing the size of apps, Google makes it easier than ever for developers to create instant
apps. Instant game apps and tools that you can try without having to download a full app that not only makes things more convenient, but is an important tool for devices like the ones in the Android Go program where data and storage space are very valuable. Previously, developers would have to make two versions of
their app or game: one for an instant app and one for an actual app. Now they can create one app that does it all, which will make everyone's life easier. Here are a few more things Google talks about at Playtime 2018: Google Play Instant will allow people to try Android games before the game even launches. This will
help with conversion rates and create additional noise for Names. Developers are now more deeply concerned about application malfunctions and other performance issues. This will help developers learn more about the problems and hopefully better fix the situation. Google is testing tools that allow users to temporarily
suspend a subscription to an app, rather than canceling it directly. Developers be able to entice users to update the app and then perform this update without the user having to log out of the app. Google is launching the App Success Academy, which will train developers to make large applications with high conversion
rates. It is available in English today with new languages soon. Playtime 2018 continues some time after today's launch, so look forward to new development news soon! NEXT: Google Play Store doesn't work? Here are some possible fixes
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